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The general

view on crime in society is that it is a working class phenomenon. If you look at the official criminal
statistics in any country, you will see that
the majority of convicted criminals are
working class people. However, these
statistics underestimate the extent of
middle and upper class crimes to a
much greater extent. While prosecuted
crime may be largely working class, a
large amount of middle and upper class
crime remains undetected. Although
some of these crimes are detected, they
are not properly dealt with by legal
authorities in many countries.

interesting stories involving police officers and white-collar offenders in many
parts of the world, particularly in developing countries where this kinds of crime
are virtually widespread. High level connections with police, political establishment and legal fraternity often not only
ensure favourable treatment on an individual basis, but also enable laws to be
drafted to ensure that such crimes are
not defined or enforced too strictly. It is
not difficult to see why white-collar crime
has not received the same publicity as
murder, robbery, theft, and rape. Usually
corporate crime is not visible due to the
complex nature of such crime, and minimal punishment associated with it. In
most cases, the victims are unaware of
whether they have been victimized. With
regard to corporate crime, indifference

can have severe consequences and
there are a number of cases of corporate crime causing injury and even
death. One of the difficulties of corporate crimes is to calculate the costs of
the crime. It is difficult o grasp the
financial significance of organizations
diluting their products. Studies show
that individuals are deprived of far
more money by such crimes than by
the more conventional crimes of robbery and theft. Large business organizations operate in a such a way that
ensures their interests are given priority rather than the interests of the
community. Their crime might involve
robbing the poor to benefit the rich.
Those who put business interest
ahead of the public interest are usually rewarded. Many business organizations are likely
to weigh up the
advantages of
breaking a law
and not breaking
it and they will
tend to choose
the former, if it
seems likely to
secure greater
economic advantage. Some individuals in the corporate sector are
caught between
their consciousness and the corporate policy.

Crimes that are committed by those in
higher social positions are referred to as
'white collar crimes'. White-collar crime
was defined by Edwin Sutherland "..as a
crime committed by a person of
respectability and high social status in
the course of his occupation." . He found
that petty crimes such as stealing from
work, and the more major crimes of corruption in state organizations are often
undetected or not dealt with properly.
Bank Fraud, Blackmail, Bribery, Cellular
Phone Fraud, Computer
fraud, Counterfeiting,
Credit Card Fraud,
Currency Schemes,
Embezz1ement,
Environmental
Schemes, Extortion,
Forgery, Health Care
Fraud, Insider Trading,
Insurance Fraud,
Investment Schemes,
Kickback, Larceny,
Money Laundering,
Racketeering, Fraud,
Tax Evasion,
Telemarketing Fraud,
Welfare Fraud, and
Weights and Measures
are main types of white
They might 'doccollar crime in modern
tor' data so as to
society. Some of these
secure a bigger
crimes are accepted
contract and in
part of business pracsome instances,
tice in the western
the failure to do
world and many large
so might be the
corporations break the
end of their
law in one way or
career!.
another, particularly
laws controlling polluOver the last five
tion, the regulating of
decades, there
prices and the adulterhas been a masWhite-collar
crime
was
defined
by
Edwin
Sutherland
ation of products etc.
sive expansion in
When we compare
"..as a crime committed by a person of respectability the extent of
'white-collar crimes' with
frauds. Some
and high social status in the course of his
'blue-collar crimes', it is
business organiclear that blue-collar
zations order suboccupation."
crime tends to be more
stantial quantities
obvious and attract
of goods on credit
rather
than
intention
may
be
the
cause
of
more active police attention while white
when the owners of the business
greater suffering. So corporate crime
collar crime attracts comparatively less
either intend not to pay for them or
does not always have to be intentional.
attention. We all know that the kinds of
unable to pay for them. Like most
crime committed are a function of the
high class criminals, the 'businessHow do we justify sending thousands of
opportunities available to the potential
people to prison every year because they man' can make large amount of
offender. Thus, blue-collar crime will
money from crime without becoming a
can not pay fines when their crime is so
more often use physical force whereas
convicted criminal. Oddly enough,
trivial compared to corporate/white-collar
white-collar crime will tend to be more
these fraudsters seem to get treated
crimes? While the wealthy and the powtechnical in nature, e.g. mismanagement erful get away with serious crimes, the
more leniently by legal authorities
of state funds. The victims of blue-collar poor and the powerless commit trivial
than do conventional blue-collar crimicrimes (e.g rape) are more obvious who
crimes and get prison! Are we living in an nals. Moreover, there is no big outcry
report the crime directly to the authorifrom the mass media too if such crimiegalitarian society?
ties, whereas in the corporate world, the
nals are given relatively minor senAnother
reason
for
differential
treatment
identification of a victim is less obvious.
tences. The amount of time they
might
be
the
fact
that
criminal
penalties
That is why a great deal of white- collar
spend in prison is remarkably small in
tend to be more related to the degree of
crime is undetected or, if detected, it is
relation to the amount of money that
physical force or violence involved than
not reported.
are stolen from such frauds.
on the monetary loss. Because white-colCriminality is often linked with power,
In concluding this brief article, I would
lar crimes are committed by those with
respectability and wealth. The official
opportunities that do not require violence, ask, how do we justify sending thoucriminal data clearly demonstrate a douthey are far less likely to get more severe sands of people to prison every year
ble standard between white-collar crimes criminal penalties. For example, somebecause they can not pay fines when
and blue-collar crimes. Why white-collar
their crime is so trivial compared to
one who threatens a victim on the street
crimes are not vigorously dealt with?
corporate/white-collar crimes? While
with a knife, and steals his/her wallet,
There are a number of reasons; by
might very likely be punished with a more the wealthy and the powerful get
virtue of their relative affluence, whiteaway with serious crimes, the poor
severe sentence than an inside trader
collar offenders are able to afford the
and the powerless commit trivial
who cheats shareholders out of a million
fees of the best lawyers and may have
crimes and get prison! Are we living in
dollars.
friends among senior ranks of the politian egalitarian society?
It is important to understand that the lawcal elite, the judiciary and the law
breaking of large business organizations
enforcement agencies. We often hear
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